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Read all about it … three months of
pioneering skills programmes and
inspired talent investments …

The first quarter of 2022 already
suggests that this year will be a
skills and talent journey unlike any
other - and we’re delighted to
showcase the pick of the news ‘so
far’, in our first Quarterly review
of the stories run regularly on the
Venture Skills & Talent Hub.
The past three months have
made it clear that the economic
recovery, the fourth industrial
revolution and the race to zero
all represent major opportunities
as well as significant challenges
- and if we ‘get it right’ from a
skills perspective, then the future
for Cardiff Capital Region can
be built on a resilient and agile
workforce, a wider and deeper
talent pool, higher performing
organisations, better jobs closer
to home and greater prosperity in
every community.
We have been at the heart of that
news ourselves this quarter, with
the latest cohort of the Venture
Graduate Programme launching
in January - and our growing
collaborations with the wider
skills community also making
the headlines, in the shape of
the hugely successful Young
Innovators Programme, the highly
encouraging Infuse Public Sector
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Innovation Programme and the
groundbreaking Cyber Masters
Programme run in conjunction
with Cardiff University and PwC.
All four of those Venture skills
programmes reflect the CCR
pillars of innovation, connectivity,
inclusion and sustainability
- highlighting how ‘joinedup’ our region is becoming in
terms of equipping people and
organisations with the ‘futureproofing’ they need.
And as the following pages so
amply evidence, Southeast Wales
is creating that new future every
day through a hive of skills and
training activity. Month-bymonth, we’re witnessing the birth,
growth and development of the
widest imaginable variety of
programmes, pilots, schemes and
initiatives - often complementary
and interwoven - conceived and
driven by government bodies,
education providers, third and
fourth sector enterprises; and
companies of all sizes and sectors.

OECD, we’re in an economic cycle
where 20% of all current jobs in the
UK will have disappeared forever
by the end of 2025; and where
40% of those roles remaining will
have been ‘significantly impacted’
by Artificial Intelligence or
Automation.
So, the next 12-16 business
quarters will see one of the
biggest periods of reskilling and
upskilling ever witnessed. And
you can read about it all in our
Quarterly Reviews - or as the news
breaks, at www.venturewales.org
Enjoy the read!

Suzanne Chesterton
Head of Communications

That co-operation, co-production,
collaboration and communication
may well be one the most
important factors in our future
success as, according to the
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‘Season
2’ Cohort
announced by
Fintech Wales ….

New STEM Jobs Scheme
for Engineers looking to
return to work

Business in
Focus and
Tramshed Tech
bring skilling to
the community

Two unique
Universities
celebrate very
special
anniversaries

Wide variety of
opportunities
across Wales’
booming Food &
Drinks industry

January

USW awarded FastTrack Data & AI
Graduate Programme,
meeting employers
specific needs.

Venture’s Free
Graduate
Recruitment
Service for
Southeast Wales

We began January with news that
the University of South Wales
had been awarded a Fast Track
Data & AI Graduate Programme
capable of meeting employers
specific needs … and announced
the much-anticipated Fintech
Wales ‘Season 2’ Cohort … as
well as reporting on the 15th
birthday of the Open University’s
revolutionary OpenLearn free
learning site that has clocked up
an incredible 100 million visitors,
including over half-a-million visits
from Wales during the pandemic.
With so many positive STEM-skillbased stories breaking - including
the welcome news of a £6 million
funding extension for Digital
Communities Wales, the Welsh
Government programme that’s
focused on improving digital skills
and overcoming digital exclusion
in Wales - it would be wise to
heed the warning of the Institute
of Physics, which cautioned in
one of our January reports that
without greater investment in
physics skills, Wales and the rest
of the UK will miss out on many
future economic and employment
opportunities.
January also saw Venture
announce the opening of the
latest cohort for its Free Graduate
Recruitment Service … whilst
revealing how Chambers Wales
is rising to the challenge of skilling
businesses to overcome supply
chain issues, through six courses
that lead to a Foundation Award in
International Trade … and scoping
how both Business in Focus and
Tramshed Tech are bringing
skilling to the community in their
respective inimitable ways, with

Chambers Wales skilling
businesses to overcome
supply chain issues
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the month in two minutes …
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BiF confirming its UK Community
Renewal Fund contract award
and ‘TT’ celebrating a formal tieup with the GoodsShed in Barry.
The first month of 2022 finished
with a headline story that
highlighted the importance
of talent development to the
Compound Semiconductor
cluster - reporting on how skills
is a key focus of the CSconnected
Strength in Places Fund, a £43
million 55-month project partfunded through UK Research and
Innovation … whilst another highprofile piece revealed how a new
Food Workforce Wales campaign,
delivered by Food Skills Cymru,
showcased the exciting and
varied careers in the industry.
The final two stories carried by
Venture in January celebrated a
positive and warned of a potential
weakness for our region. On the
positive front, we reported how
Barry-based Dow had formed
a pioneering partnership
with STEM Returners, to help
Engineers looking to return to
work - while in other news, PwC’s
Green Jobs Barometer showed
that though the transition to a
green economy may be in its
early stages, regional inequalities
are already arising across the UK
- with Wales in particular need of
support from policymakers and
businesses, to both accelerate
the creation of green jobs and
minimise the carbon intensity of
employment.
A fascinating month, which you
can explore in more detail in the
deeper dive that follows …
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The University of Wales Trinity St
David celebrated its bicentenary,
and with it the 200 year
anniversary of higher education
in Wales. The past two centuries
have seen the HE sector serve
Wales with distinction, helping
establish our reputation as a
modern economy renowned for
a free-thinking and creative spirit
- and this approach has been
mirrored in the growth of the
Open University, which in January
celebrated the 15th birthday of
its revolutionary OpenLearn free
learning site: a groundbreaking
platform that has clocked up an
incredible 100 million visitors in
the decade and a half since it
was launched.

Over a half a million OpenLearn
visits have come from Welsh
audiences in the last two years,
bolstered by a surge in traffic
during the first COVID-19
lockdown. Collaborating with

the Welsh Government and
Careers Wales at the start of the
pandemic, the Open University
quickly created relevant and
topical content to help furloughed
workers looking to upskill,
students wanting to support
their studies, children who were
adapting to home-schooling and
healthcare professionals seeking
advice - and Welsh Government
has continued to build on the
partnership, recently choosing
this trailblazing open education
resource as the channel to
support initiatives such as
‘University Ready’, a package
of free resources geared to
preparing students for their first
steps into higher education.

USW awarded Fast-Track Data & AI Graduate
Programme, meeting employers specific needs
Another pioneering HE institution
- the University of South Wales
(USW) - was also in the news,
winning the tender to deliver
the Fast-Track Data and AI
Graduate Programme led by
the Welsh Contact Centre Forum
and a consortium of leading
financial services and technology
businesses.
This innovative postgraduate
accelerated programme will equip
14 handpicked STEM graduates
with the latest data science and
AI skills and knowledge - through
an intensive 10-month fast-track
programme that provides workbased learning and development,
combining industry placements
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and academic modules, enabling
applied learning to be fed back
into the graduates’ employer work
placements across Southeast
Wales.
The programme began in January
with modules - which include
data analytics, programming,
machine learning, time series
analysis and forecasting, text
mining and natural language
processing, deep learning and
professional skills for data specifically designed by the
course team at USW to reflect
the most recent developments
and advances in AI, Robotics
and Data Science, with a core
focus on the specific needs of

employers.
This award-winning programme
is aimed at tackling a national
data and artificial skills shortage
- and shows how our region can
create stronger employment and

development offerings, helping
businesses in all sectors unlock
the potential of big data and
artificial intelligence.
In many ways it sets the example
for future skills initiatives -

for careers with some of Wales’
most recognisable brands,
including Admiral, Atradius,
Empirysis, Hodge Bank, Opel
Vauxhall Finance, Pepper Money,
Principality Building Society and
sa.global.

‘Season 2’ Cohort announced by Fintech Wales ….
Admiral Financial Services and
Principality Building Society
(along with the CCR City Deal)
are also key sponsors of Fintech
Wales - which announced the
second cohort for its flagship
accelerator, the FinTech Wales
Foundry.
Following on from the hugely
successful 2021 Fintech Foundry
Programme, ‘Season 2’ accepted
nine FinTech startups onto the 12
week no equity programme, titled
The Foundry: Validate, Raise &
Scale - with an explicit focus
on helping founders overcome

the challenges of validating,
fundraising and scaling a new
venture successfully.
Beginning on 26th of January,
the accelerator format safely
combines intensive digital and inperson mentoring sessions with
experienced industry leaders at
the programme’s Cardiff hub before culminating in an event
showcasing cohort progress at
the accelerator’s end in mid-April.

blockchain and AI - looking to
emulate last year’s performance
which raised more than £9 million
in investment and created over
20 jobs. One of the 2021 alumni,
Cardiff-based energy technology
and services company Sero,
this month secured a £5.5m
investment to help support the
residential housing sector in
Wales transition to net zero.

This year’s cohort welcomes
startups from the fields of financial
literacy, data management,

Words of warning on the Physics Skills shortage
from the IOP …
With so much positive STEM-skillbased news all around us, it’s
worth heeding the warning of the
Institute of Physics (IOP), which
cautioned that without greater
investment in physics skills, Wales
and the rest of the UK will miss out
on many future economic and
employment opportunities.
The IOP report showed that
physics skills already support
nearly two million jobs across
the UK and Ireland, with a
strong and growing employer
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bringing together employer
partners and academic experts
to create a course that meets
employers’ critical requirements
- with a programme structure
that includes a bespoke twoweek bootcamp, paving the way

January

January

Two unique Universities celebrate very special
anniversaries
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demand for these skills making
it difficult for many employers to
hire new people. The IOP says
that without concerted action,
the existing shortfall in physics
skills is only set to worsen limiting the opportunity for our
economies to take advantage of
new developments in physicspowered industries such as major
project construction, nuclear
energy, transport, manufacturing,
medical, engineering and the
whole green transformation
towards a net zero world.

The report concludes that
“strengthening the provision of
physics is central to improving
economic growth, prosperity
and living standards”. Given this
crucial role played by physics
in driving innovation, the IOP
is calling for more investment
in specialist physics teachers
to make available a variety of
physics education and training
pathways - as well as incentivising
employers to invest in upskilling
and reskilling employees.
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we would do well to encourage
more young people to fulfil their
potential through physics; and
make sure that everyone with

an interest in this critical science
has access to a specialist physics
teacher.

£6 million funding extension for Digital
Communities Wales
January also brought welcome
news of a £6 million funding
extension for Digital Communities
Wales (DCW): a Welsh
Government programme that’s
focused on improving digital skills
and overcoming digital exclusion
in Wales.
Launched in July 2019 and
delivered by the Wales Cooperative Centre in partnership
with the Good Things Foundation
and Swansea University, DCW has
already supported over 1,600
organisations, empowering more

than 76,000 people to gain and
retain employment as well as
improve their general wellbeing.
This three year extension of the
programme until 2025 underlines
its key role in helping deliver
the vision, aims and objectives
of Welsh Government’s Digital
Strategy for Wales - with 4,215
staff trained to improve their
digital skills while helping others
to build their own, 2,119 volunteers
recruited and placed across
Wales; and 15,518 people already
benefiting from digital kit loans.

Venture’s Free Graduate Recruitment Service
for Southeast Wales
Venture, the Skills & Talent Hub
of Cardiff Capital Region, made
the headlines with the launch of
its latest Graduate Recruitment
cohort. This completely free-ofcharge service is available to
any business in Southeast Wales,
regardless of size or sector providing an expert hiring solution
for any enterprise that can offer
a rewarding career opportunity
to high calibre graduate talent.
This unique recruitment service
has already placed over 100
graduates in organisations
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With physics skills so central to our
new world of work - offering many
different routes to productive
and rewarding employment -

throughout the Cardiff Capital
Region - with 85% of the graduates
still working in those companies
today: a testimony to the rigorous
talent attraction and candidate
assessment techniques employed
by the vastly experienced Venture
Graduate Recruitment team.
The scheme (www.venturewales.
org) encouraged employers to
submit vacancies by 21st February,
with the roles being advertised
between 25th of February and
the 20th of March, allowing
Venture’s dedicated Graduate

Recruitment Team to assess the
graduate applications over a
four-week process, matching the
job vacancy and company culture
with the ‘right’ graduates - and
delivering a high-quality shortlist
of candidates for every specific
role, all managed at zero-cost
to any organisation in Southeast
Wales.
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Chambers Wales skilling businesses to overcome
supply chain issues
Taking a more global focus,
January saw Chambers Wales
Southeast, Southwest and Mid
launch a series of international
trade training courses to develop
the skillsets that will help Welsh
businesses overcome supply
chain issues. The Chamber is
known for curating end-toend supply chain connectivity
across global markets - and
has now designed courses that
will provide businesses with the
skills and confidence to deal with
fundamental trade processes
and documentation, helping
companies in every sector export
and import successfully in light
of the new Customs controls
and regulations introduced this
month.
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Nine courses are accredited by the
British Chambers of Commerce
and each successful participant
is provided with a certificate to
show their industry recognised
qualification. By completing
six courses, participants can
gain a Foundation Award

in International Trade, with
additional specialist courses also
including guides to trading with
Northern Ireland and the EU post
Brexit.
The courses are also HMRC
aligned, providing businesses with
the skills and understanding to
ensure their business is compliant
and prepared for audits. As noncompliance with the new customs
regulations could potentially
lead to considerable financial
penalties and fines, the courses
can assist businesses to mitigate
their risk - and businesses may
be eligible for funding from the
Welsh Government’s Flexible
Skills Programme for Export
Training.
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January also saw us report on
the UK Community Renewal Fund
contract award to Business in
Focus (BiF). The Fund supports
people and communities most in
need, trialling new approaches to
develop entrepreneurial skills and
build the confidence to consider

self employment. BiF already
helps thousands of people across
Wales to enter self-employment
or start their own business - and
now enjoy this fresh remit to bring
the BiF expertise and approach
to communities across 13 local
authorities.

Elsewhere, another Welsh
community-based entity Tramshed Tech - continued to
build its remarkable skilling and
co-working ecosystem, with
news of a formal tie-up with
the Goodsheds in Barry. This
prestigious collaborative space
joins the landmark ‘TT’ locations
in Cardiff, Newport and Swansea
as a centre where entrepreneurs
and start-ups can skill, grow
and maximise their potential representing the latest impressive
step in the five year journey of
Tramshed Tech.

Skills is a key focus of the
CSconnected Strength in
Places Fund (SIPF) - a £43
million 55-month project partfunded through UK Research
and Innovation, focused on
maximising the full potential of the
world-first cluster that’s emerging
in advanced semiconductor
materials, research and
manufacturing, all within a 50
mile radius of Newport.
The skills element of this
groundbreaking
project
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includes key deliverables in
both Continuing Professional
Development (CPD) and in the
coordination of education and
outreach initiatives - two critical
dimensions in helping overcome
the skills barriers that may limit
the growth of this crucial cluster.
“The Continuing Professional
Development (CPD) scoping
report - CSconnected Strength
in Places Fund” has been made
available by Cardiff University’s
CPD unit after consultations
with the CSconnected industry
partners to better understand
how to support the growth of this
remarkable cluster - identifying
the short-to-mid-term CPD needs
and demand from the compound
semiconductor industry in our
region, detailing the current
gaps in provision and making a
series of recommendations about

both grow the sector’s value to
£8.5bn as well as increase the
number of employees in the
sector who receive the Welsh
Living Wage to 80%, by 2025.
With the pursuit to create one
of the most environmentally
and socially responsible supply
chains in the world, there’s been
a huge uptake in Welsh food and
drink in both the UK and further
afield, with manufacturers and
businesses across Wales quickly
responding to the increasing
demand.
The end of January also saw
the launch of a high-profile and
government supported campaign
to encourage people to consider
a new career in Wales’ fastgrowing food and drink industry.

Skills Development critical to growth of the
Compound Semiconductor Cluster
One of the key headlines of January
highlighted the importance
of Skills Development to the
Compound Semiconductor cluster
- the world-leading ecosystem
that’s placing Southeast Wales
at the epicentre of the global
connectivity, electrification and
net-zero revolution.

Wide variety of opportunities across Wales’
booming Food & Drinks industry

which CPD activities should now
be prioritised for development.
With the number of compound
semiconductor jobs expected to
more than double over the next
three years, the CPD activities
aim to reach more than 1,000
semiconductor professionals by
2025 - including employees from
supply chain organisations - with
delivery of the CSconnected SIPF
skills package further supported
by a range of outreach activities
undertaken over the next four
years to increase interest in
STEM-related subjects and
careers.
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Business in Focus and Tramshed Tech bring skilling
to the community

The new Food Workforce Wales
campaign, delivered by Food
Skills Cymru, showcases the
exciting and varied careers in the
industry - and highlights the vast

range of opportunities available
to anyone looking to either start
a new career or transfer their
skills and progress.
Wales’ food and drink industry
is growing at an unprecedented
rate - not only putting food on
the nation’s table, but also firmly
placing Wales on the global stage
with its world leading produce.
The Welsh Government aims to

The campaign website details
a number of ways to join this
rewarding industry; from
apprenticeships and learning
programmes to operational and
customer facing roles, as well
as leadership and management
opportunities - supported by the
recently launched Food Workforce
Wales jobs board, which is filled
with opportunities for those
seeking a new or different career.

Regional inequalities in Wales’ Green Jobs
revolution
In other news, PwC’s Green
Jobs Barometer showed that
while the transition to a green
economy may be in its early
stages, regional inequalities are
already arising across the UK with Wales in particular need of
support from policymakers and
businesses, to both accelerate
the creation of green jobs and
minimise the carbon intensity of
employment.
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The Barometer is a first of its kind
analysis tracking movements in
green jobs creation, job loss,
carbon intensity of employment
and worker sentiment, across UK
regions and sectors. As such, it
shows where Wales sits at the
start of the transition to net-zero
- revealing both the fantastic
opportunities for Wales to reshape
and renew its economy; and the
work that needs to be done to

make sure that we aren’t left
behind in the green jobs market.
Wales’ reliance on carbonintensive fuels is reflected in the
data, with the country producing
12.3 tonnes of CO2 emissions per
employee, 20% above the UK
average. On the positive side, the
use of these fuels - such as coal,
burning oil and gas oil - suggests
that there is likely to be more
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Rather strikingly, only 1.1% of
total job advertisements are
described as ‘Green’, and Welsh

employee’s sentiment about the
environmental friendliness of their
jobs and workplaces is lower than
average. The Barometer suggests
that this can be tackled by
identifying and developing green
industries which complement

January

January

potential for green energy sectors
to grow in Wales, in comparison
with other regions.

Wales’ existing clusters and skills
– and creating career pathways
and educational opportunities
which drive young people into
green jobs.

New STEM Jobs Scheme for Engineers
looking to return to work
‘returnship’, allowing candidates
to be re-integrated into an
inclusive environment upon their
return to STEM.
While the scheme is aimed at
helping solve the challenge of
sourcing talent in scarce-skill
sectors, it also brings the added
benefit of increasing diversity
in the employer organisation.
STEM Returners’ population
of experienced professionals
looking to return to work are 51%
female and 38% from black and
minority ethnic groups, compared
with 10% female and 6% ethnic
minorities working in STEM as
a whole.
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Our January headlines finished
with news of an ingenious
programme being embraced
by Dow - the global materials
science company with a longestablished major facility in Barry.

a career break - with STEM
Returners sourcing candidates
for the 12-week programme,
which aims to return or transfer
experienced engineers back into
industry following a career break.

The company has recently
formed a pioneering partnership
with STEM Returners to help
engineers return to work after

Roles include mechanical and
instrument engineers, with the
Dow jobs scheme offering fully
paid placements that act as a

The value of this inspired new
programme is clear: with STEM
Returners’ annual survey – The
STEM Returners Index – revealing
that 61% of STEM professionals on
a career break find the process
of attempting to return to work
either difficult or very difficult,
and 36% of returners saying they
have experienced bias in the
recruitment process, presenting
a barrier to them returning to
their career.

venturewales.org
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Tramshed
Tech Startup
Academy
2022 Cohort
Announced

USW talent
takes centre
stage at the
Oscars

Compass Cymru
partners with
Bridgend College
on new hospitality
management academy

Young
Innovators
of Wales
win major
awards
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Chwarae Teg calls
for greater focus on
becoming a Gender
Equal Nation

Manufacturing
Apprenticeship
Levy under the
spotlight

ICE Wales
Cymru
Welcomes
Support from
Bouygues UK

GCSEs and
A-levels in
2022 to be
graded more
generously

All Female
Start-up
Accelerator
launches in
South Wales

February

Industrial Cadets’
sharpen manufacturing
and engineering skills
in North Wales

Apprenticeship
Week Wales
celebrates
future-ready
skills

Businesses, apprentices and
training providers across Wales
came together in early February
to celebrate the incredible variety
of Apprenticeship training now
being offered to people of all
age groups - through the many
different types of programmes
that are increasingly shaping the
future for individuals of all talent
communities.
Our report on the Apprenticeship
Week Wales future-ready skills
showcase was complemented
by news of the Industrial Cadet
pre-apprentice age programmes
and the Tramshed Tech 2022
Startup Academy … extremely
positive developments somewhat
tempered by the Chwarae Teg
State-of-the-Nation report on
Gender Equality, which revealed
that Wales’ gender pay gap had
increased to 12.3% this year. Given
that, it was good to report an all
female start-up accelerator and
investment movement, We Are
Radikl, launching a free, fullyfunded three-month accelerator
programme designed specifically
for women in business, offering 80
free places to businesswomen in
Bridgend and Caerphilly through
their Rise programme.
There was further good news
on the apprenticeship front with
Compass Cymru, part of the
UK’s largest food and support
services firm, announcing a
pioneering partnership with
Bridgend College: offering a
new Management Academy
that will deliver hospitality
apprenticeship and career
development opportunities
across Wales … balanced by a

Cardiff and Vale
College Wins
WorldSkills UK Diversity
Ambassador Award
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the month in two minutes …
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more sober headline that called
for a more targeted approach
to Apprenticeship funding, with
Make UK estimating that nearly
£2 billion currently goes to waste
once a levy period has expired:
valuable funds that could be put
to use to bring new apprentices
into the manufacturing sector.
The middle of February also
saw no fewer than 15 University
of South Wales alumni being
globally recognised for their
work on Oscar-nominated
films … and four young Welsh
Entrepreneurs being announced
as winners in this year’s Young
Innovator Awards - the Innovate
UK programme for 18 to 30
year olds that’s co-funded by
Cardiff Capital Region and fully
supported by Venture.
February finished strongly for
CCR, with our region taking its
place at major Skills Awards with CAVC winning the WorldSkills
UK Diversity Ambassador Awards,
Bouygues UK supporting the ICE
Wales Cymru STEM Ambassador
of the Year Awards and the Duke
of Edinburgh Awards in Wales
sponsoring the National Start
Up Awards 2022 for the very first
time.
A hugely eventful month - and
one you can explore in more
detail in the deep dive that
follows …
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Apprenticeship Week Wales 2022
ran from 7th-13th February,
showcasing a wide variety of
events and social media activity,
highlighting how apprenticeships
can give individuals the skills
and knowledge required for
a rewarding career - and how
businesses can develop a talented
workforce that’s equipped with
future-ready skills.
Sponsoring a series of events
throughout Apprenticeship Week,
the Welsh Government confirmed
its £366m investment over the next
three years to deliver 125,000 allage apprenticeships across Wales
during this term of government with Economy Minister Vaughan
Gething detailing how this major
investment will help support the
Welsh Government’s commitment
to ensuring that at least 90% of
16-24 year olds in Wales will be

in education, employment or
training by 2050.
The £366m will increase
opportunities for people of all
ages and backgrounds to develop
transferable skills for lifelong
learning in the workplace, playing
a significant part in tackling skills
shortages in the priority sectors
that are so critical to economic
growth - and a key role in
supporting our ambitions for net
zero, the every-day foundational
economy and core public service
delivery.

available to many different
communities; reflecting the
government commitment to invest
more in supporting people from
under-represented groups to take
up apprenticeship opportunities.

More than 60 ‘Cadets’ from
the college’s Deeside site
are combining their studies
with placements at industry
heavyweights that include Atlas
Copco, AMRC Cymru, Ardagh,
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Led by educational charity the
Engineering Development Trust,

the first time since the pandemic
began. Grade boundaries are
likely to be lower and more
lenient than in previous years set at a ‘mid-point’ between the
2019 pre-pandemic boundaries
and the grade levels used in
teacher assessments in 2021,
offering what Ofqual described
as a “safety net” for students.

Under teacher assessment, more
students passed exams and
achieved higher marks, including
record numbers in Wales securing
top A-level grades.

Tramshed Tech Startup Academy 2022 Cohort
Announced

‘Inclusion’ was a central theme
throughout the week, with The
National Training Federation for
Wales (NTfW) - which represents
work-based training providers
across the country - organising
three virtual events to spotlight
the diversity of apprenticeships

ConvaTec, DRB, Electroimpact,
ESD, JCB, Kellogg’s, Magellan
Aerospace, TATA,
Triumph
Actuation Systems and UPM
Shotton - gaining valuable reallife, real-time experience with
quality-driven organisations in
sectors that range from food
production to manufacturing and
engineering.

Many of the people choosing the
apprenticeship pathway will be
leaving school in 2022 - and this
month brought news that pupils’
GCSE and A-level exams will be
graded more generously than in
pre-pandemic years.
The move is to make up for the
disruption caused by Covid, with
national exams going ahead for

Tramshed Tech kickstarted its
next iteration of the Startup
Academy in February - the first
of three cohorts throughout
2022. Seventeen pre-start and
early-stage businesses were
selected and enrolled into the
award-winning Startup Academy
powered by Google for Startups -

Industrial Cadets’ sharpen manufacturing and
engineering skills in North Wales
A pre-apprenticeship-age
innovation saw Coleg Cambria hit
the headlines in the first week of
February, thanks to its pioneering
Industrial Cadet partnership with
leading North Wales companies.

GCSEs and A-levels in 2022 to be graded more
generously

February

February

Apprenticeship Week Wales celebrates futureready skills

Industrial Cadets is an industry
benchmark for outreach and
education, building pathways
t h ro u g h a ca d e m i a a n d
employment: supporting schools
and students seeking high-quality
STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Maths) opportunities
- nurturing early talent pipelines
and aiming to open school-age
eyes to apprenticeships and
other opportunities with local
employers.
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a 12-week programme designed
to support entrepreneurs in all
aspects of starting and growing
a business.
The new cohort have been
provided with weekly workshops,
peer-to-peer sessions, progress
support and a large range of

on-demand resources - with
Tramshed Tech leveraging their
partnerships with Barclays
Eagle Labs, Cardiff University,
Geovation and NatWest, each
of whom are engaged in the
Academy for referrals, mentoring
and advice.

Chwarae Teg calls for greater focus on becoming
a Gender Equal Nation
Wales’ leading gender equality
charity, Chwarae Teg, called for a
renewed focus from government,
business and civil society to tackle
the causes of gender inequality.
In its annual State of the Nation
report, published in February,
Chwarae Teg outlines Wales’
progress towards becoming a
gender equal nation and explores
the experiences of women in the
economy and workplace, with
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data that reveals “a frustrating
picture” of gender equality in
Wales.
The report suggests that while
Wales is becoming a more equal
nation in some areas, against
too many indicators we are
making little to no progress, with
Wales’ gender pay gap actually
increasing to 12.3% this year.
More women aged 16-24 are

now in work when compared to
men - but this contrasts with an
overall increase in unemployment
amongst females, with women
from an ethnic minority being
particularly affected. 6.7% of
women from an ethnic minority
are currently unemployed, an
increase of 2.4% on last year.
This compares to an increase of
just 0.4% to unemployment rates
amongst white women to an
overall rate of 3.8%.
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The middle of February saw
no fewer than 15 University
of South Wales alumni being
globally recognised for their
work on Oscar-nominated films,
including Affairs of the Heart - a
Welsh animated short film made
by Joanna Quinn (an Animation
graduate of USW) and Les Mills
(former course leader at USW),
which is shortlisted in the Best
Animated Short Film category at
the 2022 Academy Awards.

The 11 graduates of USW’s Film &
TV School Wales who worked on
Affairs of the Art have been joined
in this year’s nominations by Rosie
Walker and Ben Brown, who both
studied Visual Effects & Motion
Graphics at USW and were part
of the team working on sci-fi
adventure movie Dune (which is
listed in 10 award categories) while fellow USW graduates Amy
Carpenter and Jakub Kupcik have
been nominated for their Best

Special Effects work on SpiderMan: No Way Home.
It’s yet another testimony to the
work of Tom Ware and his team
at USW, which every year nurtures
the industry-leading creative
skills that consistently make their
mark on the world stage.

Compass Cymru partners with Bridgend College
on new hospitality management academy
Compass Cymru, part of
Compass Group UK & Ireland the UK's largest food and support
services firm - announced a
pioneering partnership with
Bridgend College: offering a new
Management Academy that will
deliver hospitality apprenticeship
and career development
opportunities across Wales.
Bridgend College, an awardwinning provider of further
education and training, is the
highest ranked UK FE College in

the Times 100 Best not for profit
companies - and is working
with Compass Cymru to provide
tailored leadership opportunities
at all levels of the organisation,
through both management
apprenticeships and nonapprenticeship management
training.
The management academy
apprenticeships are designed
to develop practical skills and
experience for new and existing
managers in Levels 2-7 - covering
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USW talent takes centre stage at the Oscars

a Level 2 CMI Foundation
Apprenticeship in Team Leading,
through to a Level 4 CMI Diploma
in Management & Leadership
VRQ and a Level 7 CMI Award
or Certificate in Strategic
Management & Leadership.
The
n o n - a p p re n t i c e s h i p
management programme
also includes Levels 2-7 in
qualifications around team
leading, management and
leadership, and strategic
management and leadership.

All Female Start-up Accelerator launches
in South Wales
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Young Innovators of Wales win major awards
The Yonder poll of more than
4,000 British adults revealed that
a record number of the country’s
young people are looking to
start their own business, just
as news broke that four young
Welsh Entrepreneurs have been
announced as winners in this
year’s Young Innovator Awards
- the Innovate UK programme
for 18 to 30 year olds that’s cofunded by Cardiff Capital Region
and fully supported by Venture.
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Christian Berger, Beren Kayali,
Abbie Lawrence and Matthew
Richmond have each won
the coveted Young Innovator
Award for their ingenious new
business projects - with these
Welsh winners joining 59 other
young people who are looking to
change the world through their
groundbreaking innovations.
Now in its third year, the Young
Innovators’ Programme continues

to support high-potential young
people from a wide range of
backgrounds. This year, half of the
winners are women and around a
third are from an ethnic minority
group, while 17% have identified
as disabled. There are multiple
award winners in every region
of the UK - including the fab four
innovators from Wales (three of
whom are based in the Cardiff
Capital Region).
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An all female start-up accelerator
and investment movement, We
Are Radikl, launched a free, fullyfunded three-month accelerator
programme designed specifically
for women in business.

Bridgend and Caerphilly through
their Rise programme - which
provides practical learning and
live online workshops delivered
by inspirational teachers on all
aspects of business.

We Are Radikl offered 80 free
places to businesswomen in

Designed to take start-up business
to the next level, the project is

funded by the UK Community
Renewal Fund, with We Are Radikl
on a mission to level up a region
where 28% of women run their
own businesses, compared to 31%
in the rest of the UK.

Manufacturing Apprenticeship Levy under
the spotlight
Manufacturers called on the
UK Government to consider
a uniquely targeted sector
approach to Apprenticeship
funding - with Make UK proposing
a special dispensation that would
allow manufacturing companies
to spend their left-over levy
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funds to pay the wages of new
apprentices. It’s estimated that
nearly £2 billion currently goes
to waste once a levy period has
expired: valuable funds that
could be put to use to bring new
apprentices into the sector.

The manufacturing sector
already delivers wages higher
than the rest of the economy,
through 2.7 million jobs across
the UK. This sits alongside a
£191 billion contribution to
national output - with 47% of
manufacturers recruiting an
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Make UK reports that despite
last year’s pandemic, 47% of

manufacturers still managed
to recruit an engineering or
manufacturing apprentice, but
only 45% say they plan to do
so in this coming year. There
remains untapped potential, but
currently an average four year
engineering apprenticeship can
cost a business up to £120,000

to deliver, with £27,000 of that
cost claimable from levy funds,
meaning that some companies
struggle to pay an apprentice
- leaving their levy contribution
unspent.

Cardiff and Vale College Wins WorldSkills UK
Diversity Ambassador Award
Cardiff and Vale College won a
prestigious national award for its
work in opening up educational
opportunities for young people
- with the college securing a
coveted EDI Ambassador Award
at the WorldSkills UK Equity,
Diversity and Inclusions (EDI)
Heroes Awards.
The awards, in partnership
with Coca-Cola Europacific
Partners and NCFE, celebrate
the individuals and organisations
championing diversity and

inclusion within the business and
technical education sectors.
The college’s WorldSkills and
Erasmus Officer, Emma Andrews,
was also commended for her
work helping to bridge the
social mobility gap by providing
opportunities for learners to
achieve their full potential.
The award reflects CAVC’s hugely
successful REACH+ initiative,
which provides a central hub
for the delivery of English for
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engineering or manufacturing
apprentice last year, despite the
pandemic. There remains much
untapped potential - with 45% of
manufacturers saying they plan
to take on apprentices this year

Speakers of Other Languages
(ESOL) courses - dramatically
improving delivery of courses and
cutting waiting times to such an
extent that the Welsh Government
has rolled out the programme
across Wales.
The college’s inclusion credentials
were also celebrated for its
pioneering work with the Velindre
Cancer Centre to launch the UK’s
first Health and Cancer Resource
for black, Asian and minority
ethnic communities.

Funded Workshops in Newport and RCT help
companies Recruit and Retain across the
generations
Social Enterprise Get The Gen
offered the businesses of Newport
and Rhondda Cynon Taff fully
funded workshops to help recruit,
retain and develop the best local
talent from every generation,
as part of the 360 programme
supported by the UK Government
Community Renewal fund, aimed
at levelling up employment
prospects for people of all ages.
Get The Gen works with
businesses across the UK and

internationally to offer a unique
perspective into the challenges of
managing a multi-generational
and rapidly changing workforce
- sharing good practice around
how to create collaboration and
cohesion to enhance business
performance and employee
engagement.

potential of all age groups and this 2-hour ‘Tomorrow’s
Workforce - Today’ workshop
will run throughout March-June
2022, equipping employers with
the knowledge, insight and tools
to help them grow and get the
best out of a diverse workforce.

With four or even five generations
now often working together, there
has never been a more important
time to embrace the skills and

ICE Wales Cymru Welcomes Support from
Bouygues UK
The final week of February also
saw Bouygues UK join with
Institution of Civil Engineers
Wales Cymru to sponsor this
year's STEM Ambassador of the
Year Award - recognising the
importance of promoting Civil
Engineering as a career to young
people of all communities.
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STEM Ambassador of the
Year is part of the prestigious
Institution of Civil Engineers
(ICE) Awards suite - celebrating
the ambassador who has shown
greatest commitment to work
with schools and organisations
to promote civil engineering as
a career. Bouygues UK has a

proud record of encouraging
their employees to become
STEM Ambassadors - with the
company’s growing presence
across Wales and the UK being
built on the pillars of creating
social value and nurturing
sustainable talent pipelines.
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Social Mobility Charity to Support Unemployed
16-25-Year-Olds
The emphasis on training and
skills for all age groups also saw
Conwy Employment Hub partner
with a transformative North
Wales charity to run a virtual
programme aimed at 16-25 year
olds who are not in education,
employment or training - helping
young people overcome social
isolation from the safety of
their own homes, bringing new
skills and confidence through
a fun learning experience
that’s encouraging and nonjudgemental.
WeMindTheGap’s WeDiscover
10-week programme delivers
tailored training, experiences,
mentorship and employability
support for 20 people, in a

pioneering free programme
supported by the European Social
Fund through Welsh Government
Every participant enjoys access
to guest speakers, interactive
workshops, role models and
mentoring advice, with sessions
geared to improving confidence
and self-esteem, before
graduating to the ongoing
support of WeBelong.
The scheme has been a major
success in Wales and the
northwest of England, changing
the lives of more than 200 young
people since 2014 - as well as
delivering £5.5 million in social
value and £2.4 million in public
savings.

DofE Wales Sponsors National Start Up
Awards 2022
The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award
(DofE) in Wales is for the first
time sponsoring a category in the
National Start Up Awards - with
the category open to any start-up
whose founder has completed a
DofE Award in Wales.
The StartUp Awards National
Series
recognises
the
achievements of individuals who
have had a great idea, spotted
the opportunity and taken the
risks to launch a new product
or service. Already established
and thriving in Wales, the StartUp
Awards National Series is now
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taking this passion and drive to
celebrate new business - and
celebrating it across the whole
of the UK.
The judges will be looking for
founders who have launched and
grown their business by applying
the vital skills learned through
the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award
- demonstrating the positive
impact the DofE has had on their
entrepreneurial journey so far,
with the winner announced at a
landmark awards ceremony to
be held in June.
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Women
starting record
number of new
companies in
Wales

Admiral flies
the flag for
Wellbeing in
Wales …

Skills-focused
restoration
of Llanelli
landmark

Two Thirds of women
say their employer
lags behind on
Gender Equality

Welsh Green
Economy
could create
more than
60,000 jobs
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79% of young people
in Wales not told
about alternatives
to degrees

Pay Boost
as National
Minimum and
Living Wages
increase

Cardiff-based
TV company
wins ‘UK’s Best
Places to Work’

March

Openreach: making
history in reaching
out to wider talent
communities …

Wales’ Space
Sector gets
ready for
launch …

March saw some tremendously
encouraging headlines across our
many talent communities, with
Openreach creating 250 new
Welsh jobs in 2022 (following
their record year for hiring
Women Engineers) …. Admiral
named as the UK’s fourth best
employer for Wellbeing …. a
new plan announced to launch
Wales’ Space Sector into orbit
… with the only lowlight being
a disappointing study by AAT
reporting on the paucity of careers
advice around apprenticeships.
The second week of March put
International Women’s Day
front and centre - with research
by Thoughtworks detailing
a continued gap in gender
equality … the Rose Review
Progress Report highlighting the
importance of the Investing in
Women Code in driving a record
number of new companies being
founded by women in Wales …
Urdd Gobaith Cymru putting
ideas into action by hosting
Wales’ first ever Female Youth
Sports Conference to showcase
vocational opportunities in sport
… while on the wider inclusion
front, Cardiff-based Wildflame
Productions scooped ‘Best
Employer’ award ahead of the
rest of the UK TV industry, for
their inclusive working culture
that celebrates the diversity of
all talent communities.

Cardiff
‘fastestimproving’ UK
City for Talent

Wales’ first-ever Female
Youth Sports Conference
inspires pursuit of
opportunities in sport
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the month in two minutes …

improving UK city for talent …
whilst further west, we reported
how Llanelli’s Railway Goods
Shed is the focus for a unique
skills-based restoration … and
nationally, the ACCA is partnering
with Migrant Leaders to widen
the accountancy talent pipeline.
The quarter ended and spring
2022 arrived with news that two
Cardiff-headquartered learning
providers will deliver the pivotal
Jobs Growth Wales+ programme
… two Southeast Wales-based
apprentices have made it
through the semifinals of the
Screwfix Trade Apprenticeship
Competition … Wales’ first-ever
National StartUp Awards finalists
have been revealed … and there
was a welcome pay boost for
millions of workers as National
Minimum and Living Wage rates
increase.
It was an action-packed month
bringing an extraordinary
quarter to a close; and you can
explore our March stories in
more detail, in the deeper dive
that follows …

The month continued with
Careers Wales revealing how
more than 60,000 new green jobs
could be created in just two years
across Wales … the Demos-PwC
Good Growth for Cities Index
ranking Cardiff as the fastestventurewales.org
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Airbus Defence & Space, Qinetiq,
Qioptiq and Raytheon, who
together manufacture 98% of the
global supply of space-qualified
glass used in satellites and space
vehicles.

The news from Openreach was
particularly heartwarming as
more than 200 of the new roles
being created will be highquality apprenticeships - with
the new recruits based across
all parts of Wales, including
Cardiff, Denbighshire, Flintshire,
Gwynedd, Pembrokeshire, Powys
and, of course Newport, where
Openreach has invested hugely in
establishing the state-of-the-art
National Learning Centre that’s

It’s a mission that involves Wales
securing a 5% share of the UK’s
space market, equating to £2 billion

playing such an important part
in driving the company’s roll-out
of an ultrafast, ultra-reliable Full
Fibre broadband network.
This hiring spree is part of the
largest and most inclusive
recruitment drive in Openreach’s
history - attracting talent from all
backgrounds and communities,
to build on the 2,300-strong
workforce already employed
here in Wales. The campaign is

also one of the most inclusive
campaigns ever run, following
on from the great success of
last year where the company
attracted 600 women into trainee
engineering roles - including 50
females in Wales - by crafting
gender neutral job ads and job
descriptions that made a real
difference in engaging potential
candidates from a previously
largely untapped demographic.

Admiral flies the flag for Wellbeing in Wales …
Another large enterprise
renowned for its inclusive
workforce was voted the top
Welsh company for Wellbeing with Admiral named as the fourth
best UK workplace for wellbeing
by the Great Place to Work
Institute, the global authority on
workplace culture.
Having been voted a Great
Place to Work for more than 20
consecutive years - and fifth best
super large workplace (1,000+

employees) in 2021 - it’s wonderful
to see Admiral recognised again
specifically for its approach to
wellbeing; especially as the
Institute benchmarks thousands
of surveys, assessing holistic
employee experiences across
work-life balance, sense of
fulfilment, job satisfaction,
psychological safety and financial
security.

Wales’ Space Sector gets ready for launch …
The first week in March also
saw Welsh Government reveal
a strategy aimed at putting the
country at the centre of the global
space sector - with Economy
Minister Vaughan Gething
unveiling Wales: A Sustainable
Space Nation during a visit
to Cardiff University, a seat of
learning and inspired innovation
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with an enviable track record of
world-class space research.
This new National Space Strategy
highlights the unique physical
and business environment Wales
offers to the companies that are
revolutionising capabilities in the
space sector - setting out how
Wales could become the world’s

first sustainable space nation
by 2040, leading the way to a
‘greener space’.
The strategy provides a blueprint
for Wales to become a haven
for space industry innovation,
grounded in sustainability unleashing the full potential of
pioneering companies including
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per year for the Welsh economy
and helping to create well-paid,
highly-skilled jobs closer to home
across our native aerospace,
advanced manufacturing,
communications, photonics and
software industries - building
on the network of world-class
research and teaching facilities
at the Compound Semiconductor

Applications Catapult in Newport
and AMRC Cymru in Broughton;
and bringing to the fore the Wales
Academic Space Partnership
that has worked hard to harness
collaborative academic expertise
from several Welsh universities.
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Openreach: making history in reaching out to
wider talent communities …

79% of young people in Wales not told about
alternatives to degrees
In amongst all the otherwise
positive employment headlines,
new research unfortunately
revealed that not enough is being
done to educate young people
about alternatives to university resulting in a huge cost in terms
of unfulfilled human potential and
billions wasted on tuition fees
each year as a result.
The nationally representative
study of 2,000 people by AAT
(Association of Accounting
Technicians) found that only 21%
of people in Wales had heard
about apprenticeships and
other alternatives to degrees
while at school - and 61% think

there should be more resources
available to help people learn
about them.
As a consequence, misconceptions
and apprehensions about
apprenticeships
are
commonplace: the research
showing that 43% of people in
Wales believe that apprenticeships
don’t pay enough; and 21% think
they are only available for manual
labour jobs. Meanwhile, only 54%
see them as a ‘good’ alternative
to university - and just 37% are
aware that apprenticeships
enable people to earn while they
learn.

At the same time, the research
revealed that 42% of all people
aged 21-45 believe their degree
has not played an essential role
in their careers to date; and
16% of all people with degrees
wish they had chosen a different
route. This figure rose to 20% of
those aged up to 24 years - the
highest amongst any age group
- suggesting that the 2012 tuition
fee increase and ongoing impact
of the Covid-19 pandemic on inperson teaching are contributing
to growing regret around the
decision to attend university.

Two Thirds of women say their employer lags
behind on Gender Equality
Re s e a rc h
published
by
Thoughtworks found that around
two thirds of women in the UK
believe there is still a long way
to go when it comes to a range
of gender equality issues, from
career prospects and personal
development to parental support.

viewed their employers as lagging
behind on career development
(64%) and equitable opportunity
(63%), with over 30% of those
interviewed believing their
organisation did not have a plan
to address issues around career
development and equal pay.

In particular, the representative
sample of over 1,000 women

Less than half of the women
surveyed (39%) could point to
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said their employer had an official
return to work programme.
More broadly, the research found
the vast majority of organisations
(89%) agreed that championing
gender equality brought
significant business benefits,
with 29% believing it would foster
better workplace relationships,

nurture higher productivity and
increase employee retention highlighting the fact that a culture
of inclusion and equity can help
employers in all sectors attract,
retain and develop the talent they
need for a successful, sustainable
enterprise.

Women starting record number of new companies
in Wales
The Rose Review Progress Report
2022 on female entrepreneurship
was published in March,
scoping the journey made since
the inaugural report in 2019
- outlining the extra support
needed for female led businesses
to thrive, and the challenges
that they have faced during the
Covid-19 pandemic.
The Rose Review originally
highlighted that if women started
and scaled new businesses at
the same rate as men, up to
£250bn of new value could be
added to the UK economy. Last
week’s Progress Report outlined
progress made against targets
and initiatives but cautions that
there is still more to do.
In total, 134 institutions with an
investing power of nearly £1
trillion have now signed up to
the Investing in Women Code
- a commitment by financial
services firms to improving
female entrepreneurs’ access to
tools, resources and finance.
The Code commits lenders and
investors to collect and report
data about their performance
backing female-led firms and the
number of signatories has leapt
by a half over the past year.
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In response, members of the Rose
Review board have announced
extra measures to boost support
for female entrepreneurs:

Rose Review initiatives have
seen tens of thousands of
entrepreneurs across the UK
benefiting from funding, advice
and mentoring schemes, while
thousands of students have
received enterprise training,
leading to significant year on year
growth in female led startups.
But research conducted for the
Rose Review shows that the
impact of Covid-19 risks holding
back progress. It suggests that
despite the rapid growth in
female led startups, female
entrepreneurs have spent twice
as long on caring responsibilities
during the pandemic as their
male counterparts, and that their
businesses have been less likely
to recover.

⬤

 he launch of a nationwide
T
Women Backing Women
campaign from the Women
Angel Investment Taskforce
to support women to become
business angels - ensuring
that female founders across
the UK have a better chance to
access early-stage investment,
wherever their businesses are
based.

⬤

 xpanded schemes will
E
provide stronger networking
and mentoring opportunities
and other direct support to
hundreds of thousands of
female founders over the next
three years.

⬤

 recruitment campaign, with
A
the personal engagement
of NatWest Group chief
executive Alison Rose and
business minister Paul Scully,
to encourage even more
institutions to sign up to the
Investing In Women Code.
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Wales’ first-ever Female Youth Sports Conference
inspires pursuit of opportunities in sport
In the run up to International
Women’s Day, Urdd Gobaith
Cymru hosted Wales’ first-ever
Female Youth Sports Conference.
The #FelMerch conference
(transl. ‘Like a girl’) was held over
the weekend of 5-6th March at
the Urdd’s residential centre in
Cardiff Bay - aiming to inspire,
support and empower young
women between 16-25 to get
vocationally involved in sports.

150 women from across Wales
attended the conference to
enjoy motivational speeches
and various workshops delivered
by 20 inspirational and leading
experts in their fields - providing
a platform to discuss training
pathways, qualification options
and career opportunities in the
sporting world.
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initiatives put in place by their
employer to address gender
inequality, and only one in
seven said they had access to
programmes that mentor women
employees - while only a quarter
thought their organisation
provided inclusive training. In
terms of supporting parents in
the workplace, just one in six (18%)

The bilingual conference was
hosted by endurance adventurer,
athlete, and presenter Lowri
Morgan, with speakers including
Gemma Grainger, Hollie Arnold
MBE, Laura McAllister, Natasha
Harding, Elinor Snowsill and
Gwennan Harries.

Cardiff-based TV company wins ‘UK’s Best Places
to Work’
Cardiff-based Wildflame
Productions topped the TV
industry’s annual ‘Best Places
to Work’ poll run by Broadcast
magazine - beating off
competition from every corner
of the UK to be awarded a gold
medal as No.1 in the list of the UK’s
best independent TV production
companies to work for.
Founded in 2015, Wildflame
Productions creates content
for audiences throughout the
world from its base in Cardiff working with the best creative
talent from all backgrounds and
socio-economic groups, building
on a strategy to support skills
development in the Welsh TV
industry, through a robust training
programme.
This remarkable company has
proactively nurtured an ethical
and inclusive working culture
based on mutual trust and respect
- and from day one has held a key
objective to make Wildflame a
great place to work, based on a
moral platform founded on well-
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being, work-life balance and
zero tolerance of harassment
or bullying.
Their approach has seen them
create an enviable reputation for
producing factual and specialist
factual programming for a wide
range of UK and international
programmes that sell around
the world; with a portfolio
that includes Yellowstone
S u p e r vo l ca n o :
A m e r i ca n
Doomsday (Discovery+ Original);
Secrets of the Celtic Grave

(Smithsonian Channel and S4C /
Discovery); Dare to Dance - a new
BBC factual entertainment format
with Strictly Come Dancing star
Amy Dowden; Crohn’s and Me
for BBC One and BBC Wales;
Evacuees / Efaciwis (w/t) - a 14part series for S4C; Michael Ball’s
Wonderful Wales (for Channel 5);
The Story of Welsh Art (BBC Two
Wales and BBC Four); and the
Grierson Award-shortlisted The
1900 Island (for BBC One Wales/
BBC Two).
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Improvements in jobs, income
and health see Cardiff at the
top of PwC’s index for change
between 2017-2019 and 20182020 - as the fastest improving
city in the UK according to the
Demos-PwC Good Growth for
Cities Index.
The Index ranks 50 of the UK’s
largest cities – plus the London
boroughs as a whole – for
performance against a series of
12 variables, weighted against
their importance to the public.

Welsh Green Economy could create more than
60,000 jobs
A report published by Careers
Wales, the national careers
advice service in Wales, revealed
that more than 60,000 new green
jobs could be created over a twoyear period within the Welsh
economy.
Careers Wales’ ‘Impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic on the labour
market in Wales’ report shows
how the transformation towards
a greener economy will lead to
a growing eco-industry and,
ultimately, to greater employment
opportunities in Wales.
‘Green Jobs’ encompass roles
that deliver goods and services
which are likely to help generate
lower emissions of greenhouse
gases - including the ‘greening’ of
existing jobs and the development
of green skills.
Careers Wales’ report analysed
Wales’ green economy during
2020-21, identifying a 72%

increase in the number of ‘green
jobs’ over the last five years mirroring the Wales TUC estimate
that more than 60,000 indirect
and 45,500 direct jobs could
be created as part of the green
recovery over a two-year period
with government investment in
key projects.
While there has been a strong
increase in demand for specific
green jobs, these roles are only
a small share of the rising green
demand. Wider green skills
across jobs in other sectors are
increasing at an even more rapid
pace, with around 70,000 more
green skills career opportunities
available in the UK from 2018 to
2021.
The ‘greening’ of existing roles
means green skills and jobs are
in demand across a wide range
of industries such as construction,
manufacturing, engineering and
science, as businesses transition

to comply with various statutory
obligations relating to social
impact, the drive to reduce waste
and omissions and the race to
achieve net zero.
In particular, there’s high demand
for green jobs in skilled technical
trades such as energy efficiency,
environmental services and
renewable energy, as well as
job prospects at the lower end
of the skills spectrum including
process and machine operatives
in environmental services.

Cardiff’s marked improvement
is driven in particular by its
performance in jobs, income

distribution, income and health.
Its workforce grew by more than
20% in the decade leading up
to the pandemic – with 5,000
new jobs a year (the second
fastest growth of all 50 cities in
the report) including 2,000 jobs
per year created by the financial
services sector alone.
The report notes the sectorfocused approach to growth
adopted by Cardiff Capital
Region (CCR): targeting fin-tech,
the creative industries, advanced
manufacturing and technologies
like compound semiconductors
– and homegrown start ups
such as fin-tech firms Delio and
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Cardiff ‘fastest-improving’ UK City for Talent
Wealthify; and the TV production
studio Bad Wolf.
Its ranking also benefited from
multi-billion pound investments
and private business partnerships
for Central Square, Wales’ first
Central Business District of scale,
which is now home to the new
headquarters of BBC Cymru. This
comes amid investments from
Cardiff University in its innovation
campus developments and the
University of South Wales in its
School of Creative Industries.

Skills-focused restoration of Llanelli landmark
Further west, the Llanelli
Railway Goods Shed project
hit the headlines, being used
to train local apprentices and
offer on-site work experience
opportunities, bringing the
formerly derelict Grade II listed
Railway Good Shed back into
valuable use.

TRJ Ltd, with the construction
company working in partnership
with Coleg Sir Gar and Cyfle
Building Skills to create
apprentice opportunities on
the project - providing many
training opportunities as well as
generating some much-needed
employment in the local area.

The restoration work is being
undertaken by Ammanfordbased construction contractor

The project is also being used
as part of the South West Wales
Onsite Construction Hub – funded

by CITB and coordinated by Cyfle
Building Skills – which aims to
give individuals the opportunity
to have real-life practical work
experience in the construction
industry with a placement with
a local construction firm.

When looking at the advertised
salaries for all jobs against green
jobs over the last five years in
Wales, the Careers Wales’ report
shows how, on average, green
jobs are paid £1,504 more than
others, averaging a salary of
£26,644 per annum.

Images sourced from Llanelli Railway Goods Shed Trust. www.llanellirailwaygoodsshedtrust.org
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to help find and develop the
next generation of talent for the
accountancy profession.
Migrant Leaders aims to inspire
and develop disadvantaged
young people across the UK to
broaden their horizons - providing
bespoke support to give them the
knowledge, skills and confidence
to enter and take on leadership
roles in major public and private
sector organisations.

March also saw ACCA UK
(the Association of Chartered
Certified Accountants) team up
with UK charity Migrant Leaders

Lloyd Powell, Head of ACCA
Cymru/Wales, warmly welcomed
this new partnership: “Migrant
Leaders has a real commitment
to inclusion and tackling social
mobility. It’s inspirational to be

working with them on their mission
to support young people from all
backgrounds to access quality
education and careers provision,
to improve their life chances.
We’d certainly encourage
eligible ACCA students to apply
as the programme’s benefits are
tangible.”
Applicants must be aged 16-25
and currently or previously in
state education. Either they or
at least one of their parents must
have migrated to the UK - or as a
non-migrant, they must be from
a disadvantaged background of
any ethnicity.

ACT and ITEC Skills and
Employment, both headquartered
in Cardiff, have been awarded
contracts to deliver the
new programme alongside
Pembrokeshire College, Coleg
Cambria and Grŵp Llandrillo
Menai.
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The programme offers a holistic
approach to each learner’s
journey - based on Engagement,
Advancement and Employment
- aiming to equip young people
with the skills, qualifications and
experience needed to either
progress to employment, an
apprenticeship or the opportunity
to learn at a higher level.
Key actions include work
placements, work trials,
community projects, voluntary
work, centre-based learning
opportunities and completion of
qualifications ranging from entry
level to level two.
Each job offered by an employer
must be between 16 and 40

Two apprentices from Newport
and Pontypridd are both a step
closer to winning the title of
Screwfix Trade Apprentice 2022.

£10,000 prize package made
up of tools, trade and tech –
everything to get started in their
chosen field.

Elliot Wigfall, an apprentice
electrician from Pontypridd and
Jack Thompson, an apprentice
carpenter from Newport, applied
for the competition earlier this
year and have now been selected
to go through to the semi-final,
together with more than thirty
other apprentices.

Elliot and Jack were both
shortlisted for their passion,
dedication and ambition and during the final will enjoy
the opportunity to share their
expertise and ambitions with a
panel of industry-leading judges including representatives from the
Federation of Master Builders, the
Chartered Institute of Plumbing
and Heating Engineering, the
National Inspection Council for
Electrical Installation Contracting
and a previous Screwfix Top
Tradesperson winner.

Following the semi-final, 10
apprentices will face a panel of
industry experts at the national
final in April, where one winner
will receive a career-boosting

Jack Wallace, Screwfix marketing
director, highlighted the
importance of apprenticeships
to the UK’s construction sector:
“Apprenticeships remain vital to
the construction industry and
our annual competition looks to
reward skilled trade apprentices
as well as showcasing the
countless opportunities offered
by the construction industry. From
over 2,500 entries, our semifinalists have done incredibly
well to get this far. They’re
an inspiration to the future
generation, spotlighting the
benefits of a career in the trade.”

Wales’ first-ever StartUp Awards finalists revealed

Learning Providers to deliver Wales’ new
Jobs Programme for Young Adults
Two leading CCR work-based
learning providers will be helping
to deliver the new Jobs Growth
Wales+ programme for young
people - a key part of Welsh
Government’s Young Person’s
Guarantee, which offers a
bespoke package of support to
help 16-18 year olds develop their
skills and work experience in line
with employers’ needs to help
them secure their first job.

Two CCR trailblazers in semi-final of Trade
Apprenticeship competition

March

March

ACCA teams up with Migrant Leaders to widen
accountancy talent pipeline

hours a week, for a minimum of
six months - with the employer
committing to retain the employee
after six months.
The Welsh Government will pay
up to half the employment costs
at the National Minimum Wage
for the first six months - with
employers receiving ongoing,
tailored training support from
a designated learning provider,
plus free recruitment advice.

The quarter finished with Wales’
most exciting new businesses
being shortlisted as part of a
brand new UK-wide awards
programme.
The StartUp Awards National
Series was launched to recognise
the booming startup scene across

the UK, which has accelerated
beyond recognition since the
pandemic began.
In 2020, when most of the world
was shutting down, more than
400,000 startups were set up in
Britain, with similar increases
seen in other European countries.

To be eligible for Jobs Growth
Wales+, young people must
be aged between 16-18 years
old, not in full-time education,
employment or training (NEET)
and living in Wales.

This marked boost in newfound
entrepreneurship is mirrored by
a huge 2,500 applications which
have been received in response
to the Startup Awards National
Series’ first ever call for entries.
The Wales startups that made the
shortlist are a true snapshot of the
future economy, with a collective
turnover of over £18m and
employing 587 people between
them. Of the region’s great
passion for entrepreneurship, one
finalist said: “It is our belief that
any business should be proud
to class themselves as a Welsh
business. The Welsh economy is
being built on the grounds of upand-coming local entrepreneurs
and it is a fantastic feeling to
know we are a part of this.”

Image sourced from: www.freshbusinessthinking.com/national-startup-awards/
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The cohort of finalists will be
considered for the regional prizes
by a panel of seasoned judges
with experience of founding
or supporting entrepreneurial
ventures. This includes Walesbased Richard Theo, CEO and
co-founder of Wealthify, Rachael

Flanagan, founder of Mrs Buckét,
and Geryn Evans of Project Blue,
a previous Wales StartUp Awards
winner.
Co-founded by the team behind
the Great British Entrepreneur
Awards, the new series follows

the success of the Wales StartUp
Awards, after organisers
recognised the exceptional
potential in the startup scene
across the other British regions.

Pay Boost for Millions as National Minimum
and Living Wages increase
Millions of workers in Wales and
the UK received a pay increase at
the end of March, as the National
Minimum Wage and National
Living Wage rise came into effect.
The uplift in wages, which will
benefit around 2.5 million people,
includes the largest ever increase
to the National Living Wage,
putting £1,000 a year more into
full-time workers’ pay packets.

That means the yearly earnings
of a full-time worker on the
National Living Wage will have
increased by over £5,000 since
being introduced in April 2016;
with further statistics showing the
current number of employees on
the payroll increasing by more
than 600,000 when compared
with pre-pandemic levels - and
unemployment falling to 3.9%
nationally.

It’s been a remarkable quarter for the skills and talent communities of
Southeast Wales - and we’ve been delighted to bring you the key stories
that affect employers, training providers, learners and employees.
Look out for our next Quarterly news review at the end of Q2 and go to www.venturewales.org for our regular news updates.

Suzanne Chesterton
Head of Communications

All images in this publication are sourced from Unsplash [unsplash.com] unless otherwise captioned.
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